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“e-sports describes the world of competitive, organized video 
gaming.”* 

This can happen at a stadium or it can happen at home. 

However, e-sports tournament viewership across games is 
nominal.

What is e-sports?

*CNN
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Reframing the ask

How can Zippo 
become a part of 

the rapidly 
growing e-sports 

world?

How can Zippo 
become a part of 

the rapidly 
growing gaming 

world?
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This is not a subculture.

Big Money 

Fortnite made around $2.4 billion in 
2018  

One of the most popular streamers 
makes more than $500,000 a month. 

Amazon purchased Twitch for $970 
million in 2014 

Big Audience 

58% of Millennials have played video 

games in the past 30 days 

Top streamer Ninja has 17 million 
Twitch subscribers and over 150 

million views per month 

Movies like Ready Player One bring 

gaming to the big screen 

Big Names 

Marshmello held a virtual concert in 

Fortnite 

ESPN now has ESPN Esports  

Geico is an Esports team sponsor 

Google just announced its cloud-

based gaming platform: Stadia 

Richards Group, The Verge
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Modern gamers

Demographics Attitudes Thoughts on gamingInterests

75% are male 

Largest age group is 16-34 

Affluent 

Most likely to recommend a 
product if it is high quality, 
directly related to their interests 
and if they love the brand 

Wary of non endemic brands 
inserting themselves into 
gaming culture

9/10 esports watchers watch at 
least one traditional sport 

Music, online video and movies 
are important to this group. 
Usually watchers and not 
readers.

See gaming as a social activity: 
gaming is a community sport 

Casual gamers are the biggest 
bucket - they spend less time 
on a game, but are interested in 
learning more about how they 
are made (the behind the 
scenes) 

They don’t all watch 
competitions, but more than 
half like to watch other people 
play

Mintel, Google
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Business challenge

Zippo is a non-endemic brand 
entering the gaming world.



The human problem

Zippo isn’t a gaming brand, so gamers don’t think they’re here to 
help.  

They think Zippo is just trying to sell them stuff because the industry 
is ripe.



The change goal

If we want Zippo to become a part of the rapidly growing gaming 
world,  

Zippo “must provide engaging content with a sense of exclusivity, 
while fostering an image which applies itself to the community.” *

*Global Web Index



Advantage

Being featured in over 2000 movies, TV shows, 
and music videos, Zippo has become pretty 
synonymous with fire. 

What do we know about fires?



Hangouts Special occasions Smoking Relaxation

Fire in real life

We sit around bonfires with 
some drinks, foods, and good 

music. It’s a moment of 
relaxation and respite.

We light candles on top of 
birthday cakes. We also light 
candles to set the mood for a 

romantic evening, date, or 
anniversary.  And BBQs at 

gatherings.

Smoking may be in decline but 
there are still several people 

who smoke. Smoking, for many, 
acts as a form of a break.

Lastly, we’ve seen all of those 
instagrammable bath moments. 

People use candles to set a 
relaxing environment to unwind.

Fires are a moment of pause.



Health Save/Respawn Lighting the way Weaponry

Fire in gaming

Campfires in Fornite help to 
regain some health. You have 
to stand there for 10 seconds 

to regain it and you don’t 
always restore all of it. You 
have to do more with less 

from then on.

Fire can often act as Save/
Respawn locations, like in 

Horizon. Gamers know that 
when saving a game, it means 

they are about to battle a 
boss, get ambushed by 

zombies, or something of like.

Fire is also important in 
games to help light the way, 
like in Skyrim or The Last of 

Us. All gamers know that 
something lurks in the 

darkness.

Games like Tomb Raider, 
League of Legends, and 

World of Warcraft use fire as 
weaponry. 

Fires are a moment of pause…before the battle.



Insight

Fires signify moments of pause regardless of 
whether it is an actual fire or a digital fire.



Digital fires

Digital fires are already an unconscious signal for mental 
preparation. 

We need to extend the association to a physical preparation. 

We want gamers to see digital fires, and think Zippo hand 
warmers.

So what can we focus on?



It gets cold on those e-sport stages. 

And both on stage and at home, anxiety/adrenaline makes matters 
worse. 

“A gamer with warm hands can react 21% faster than one who has 
cold hands.” 

So, warm hands are important to gamers being their best.

What problem can Zippo hand warmers 
solve for?

Cold hands, of course

*Kaliento



“Try sitting on them between games haha”

“I like to wash my hands with warm-hot 
water before I start the game”

“Put them in your pants when ur dead, 
waiting in queue or when ur on loading 

screen”

“Put on socks. Whenever my hands felt cold 
I just put on socks, and within 5 mins they 

are warm”

Cold hands and gaming don’t mix



Strategy

We need to make Zippo hand warmers 
synonymous with digital fires so gamers know 
to mentally and physically: 

Prepare for battle.



• Annual award given to the player with the most 
impressive reaction time in a play 

• Submissions can be made using 
#zippofireplay all year, selected finalists are 
presented for public voting on Twitch


• Virtual award ceremony if the game format 
allows, or partnership to present at the 
Esports Awards

Zippo Fire Play Award

(Gamers are more likely to recommend a 
brand if it enhances their online reputation)

*Global Web Index



• Using influencers who are easily recognizable and 
relatable will help to convince gamers about Zippo’s 
place in the gaming world 

• Example: Asa Butterfield 
• Recently added to Panda Global’s Smash Bros 

team 
• Actor in Sex Education on Netflix, Ender’s Game, 

Hugo, and Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar 
Children 

• Crosses boundaries between “traditional” 
celebrities and gaming celebrities

Crossover Influencers

(Gamers over index as receptive to 
influencer marketing) 

*Global Web Index
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Why this works

Commonality

1 2 3

Relatable Authentic

E-sport tournament viewing 
overlap is slim, and would 

require Zippo to speak 
differently to gamers of each 

different game. This gives us a 
way to reach everyone.

It uses a truth about Zippo but 
applies it to the gaming 
community in a way that 

seems authentic and a natural 
progression for the brand. 
This allows gamers to see 
them not as outsiders, but 

late comers.

We are solving a real problem, 
cold hands, by associating it 

with a gaming truth, the 
mental pause all gamers take 

when we see digital fires.



Closing

Thanks!


